Adapting auctions for the provision of ecosystem services at the landscape scale
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ABSTRACT

Auctions, or competitive tenders, can overcome information asymmetries to efficiently allocate limited funding for ecosystem services. Most auctions focus on ecosystem services on individual properties to maximise the total amount provided. However, for many services it is not just the total quantity but their location in the landscape relative to other sites that matters. For example, biodiversity conservation may be much more effective if conserved sites are connected. Adapting auctions to address ecosystem services at the landscape scale requires an auction mechanism which can promote coordination while maintaining competition. Multi-round auctions, in which bidding is spread over a number of rounds with information provided between rounds on the location of other bids in the landscape, offer an approach to cost effectively deliver landscape-scale ecosystem services. Experimental economic testing shows these auctions deliver the most cost effective environmental outcomes when the number of rounds is unknown in advance, which minimises rent-seeking behaviour. It also shows that a form of bid-improvement rule facilitates coordination and reduces rent seeking. Where the biophysical science is well developed, such auctions should be relatively straightforward to implement and participate in, and have the potential to provide significantly better outcomes than standard ‘one-shot’ tenders.

© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Payments for ecosystem services (ES) are increasingly being applied to promote biodiversity conservation and other environmental policy goals. Auctions, or competitive tenders, are a proven method of overcoming information asymmetries concerning landholders’ private costs and ensuring the efficient allocation of limited ES payments (Latacz-Lohmann and Van der Hamsvoort, 1997; Stoneham et al., 2003). In an ES auction (which is a form of procurement auction), landholders submit bids to provide ES in return for a payment. Landholders are free to choose the level of their payment. However the auction mechanism is competitive, with only those that offer the best value for money (quantity of ES provided per dollar requested) likely to be successful. Most ES auctions adopt a sealed bid, discriminatory price mechanism, in which successful landholders are paid their bid price (e.g. Stoneham et al., 2003; Windle et al., 2009).

In order to rank the bids made by landholders in an auction, a metric is required to measure and compare the level of ES provided by alternative bids. A number of metrics have been developed for conservation auctions, such as habitat hectares and the biodiversity benefits index (e.g. Chomitz et al., 2006; Oliver et al., 2005; Parkes et al., 2003; Wünscher et al., 2008). These calculate the value of each bid in terms of ecological outcomes, and express it as a single unit. This means the auction mechanism can select the individual projects which provide the best value for money. However, by focussing on individual bids this approach will not necessarily select the optimal spatial configuration of conservation projects across a landscape (Gole et al., 2005).

In many cases the effective provision of ecosystem services requires a landscape-scale approach, rather than a focus on individual properties (Goldman et al., 2007). For example, connectivity between biodiversity conservation sites facilitates dispersal of biota, potentially increasing the contribution that individual management actions make toward the goal of viable populations. Although different species respond to connectivity in different ways (e.g. Hostetler, 1999; Lindborg and Eriksson, 2004), the spatial configuration of sites is often critical to the biological success of conservation efforts (e.g. Drielsma and Ferrier, 2009; Jiang et al., 2007; McAlpine et al., 2006) and the selection of projects should be considered at a landscape scale in order to achieve lasting biodiversity outcomes. Some ecological metrics do assign a value to connectivity. For example, a conservation auction in Australia’s Desert Uplands region had connectivity as a major focus, and applied a metric which included a significant weighting for proximity to conserved patches of remnant vegetation.
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within the landscape and proximity to other bids (Windle et al., 2009).

The relative value of connectivity or permeability compared to other ecological attributes such as habitat area and condition will depend on the characteristics of the target species or community, such as dispersal ability and range requirements. Species which are poor dispersers may require connected habitat, while others may be able to make use of stepping stones across a fragmented landscape. Some degree of habitat connectivity is required for most conservation outcomes in the short term. In the medium and long term it is likely to be of even greater importance, allowing species and communities to progressively adjust their ranges in response to climate change (Mawdsley et al., 2009). The highly modified and fragmented nature of agricultural landscapes means that adapting to climate change may be particularly problematic for many species and communities.

Where there are landscape-scale objectives such as habitat connectivity the ecological metric required to prioritise proposed conservation projects becomes more complex. As the value of any one bid depends on which other bids end up in the final package, it is not possible to come up with a meaningful independent biodiversity value for an individual bid. Rather it is necessary to consider each possible combination of bids, and work out which combination provides the best biodiversity outcomes within the budget constraint. That is, an effective metric should provide a measure of combined value rather than individual value. An alternative, less computationally intensive, approach is to select projects iteratively, incorporating a newly selected site into the landscape context within which the remaining proposed sites are assessed (Barton et al., 2009). This interdependency between sites is not new to conservation biologists who have long worked within the principle of biodiversity complementarity, a calculus for the marginal contribution each site makes toward global biodiversity values (Faith, 1994; Sarkar et al., 2006).

This paper considers how ES auction mechanisms may be modified to address the combinatorial values inherent in landscape-scale biodiversity conservation. The following section considers the design of incentive mechanisms which can cost effectively deliver the coordination required for landscape-scale outcomes. Section 3 describes the experimental testing of some proposed alternative auction mechanisms, with the results presented in Section 4, followed by discussion of the policy implications in Section 5.

2. Auction Mechanisms

To address landscape-scale objectives in conservation auctions it is necessary to have a mechanism for coordinating the actions of individual landholders in order to maximise landscape synergies, for example by offering adjoining parcels of land to form a wildlife corridor. Coordinating the actions of autonomous agents is difficult as it requires them to have both information about the actions of others and an incentive to coordinate with them. A series of studies by Parkhurst, Shogren and others investigate the use of a ‘smart subsidy’, which is a fixed payment with an agglomeration bonus, to provide an incentive for neighbouring landholders to coordinate their bids (Parkhurst et al., 2002; Parkhurst and Shogren, 2005, 2007). In laboratory experiments the bonus mechanism was successful in prompting experimental participants to coordinate their actions for a number of simple spatial configurations. These approaches build on game theory in which the complete payoff matrix is known and/or private information of other agents’ costs and benefits is available. With complete information, coordination may occur if it is a clear Nash equilibrium.

In more complex and realistic coordination experiments the bonus mechanism proved less effective (Parkhurst and Shogren, 2007). Where there is no clear equilibrium, agents will require an additional mechanism in order to coordinate their actions. In experimental games, iteration can promote coordination as agents acquire information on the strategies of others. For example, in diverse experimental designs subjects generally fail to attain the desired outcome in a one-shot game, but are successful in achieving the goal as the game is repeated (e.g. Clark and Sefton, 2001). Iteration has been shown to promote coordination by neighbouring landholders in economic experiments; coordination was more likely in later rounds of the experiment, when participants were able to use their experience from previous rounds (Parkhurst and Shogren, 2007). Iteration combined with incentives for coordination therefore has the potential to facilitate coordination among autonomous agents.

A conservation auction with multiple bidding rounds, in which landholders are provided with information on the location of bids from the previous round, offers a mechanism through which landholders can identify potential synergies with other bids and adjust their own bids accordingly (Rolf et al., 2009; Windle et al., 2009). It could allow landholders to converge on a coordinated solution without having advance knowledge of each others’ costs and likely strategies. In an auction setting, as opposed to a fixed payment scheme, landholders have an incentive to coordinate their bids even in the absence of a bonus. Provided the bid assessment process places a positive value on connectivity, bids which coordinate with others will have a greater chance of success. All things being equal, landholders should therefore attempt to submit bids which align with those of their neighbours.

However, auctions work by compelling landholders to compete, thereby revealing their costs and enabling the purchaser to select those projects with the lowest cost per unit of biodiversity. In a discriminatory price auction, bidders have incentives to inflate their bid prices above their true costs, depending on their expectations of their costs relative to other bidders, in order to seek a surplus (Abbink et al., 2006; Latasz-Lohmann and Van der Hamsvoort, 1997). If an auction is repeated, bidders’ expectations will become more accurate and those with low costs may increase their surplus request. Experimental studies show that bidders’ prices tend to rise over repeated discriminatory price auctions (Cason and Gangadharan, 2005; Cummings et al., 2004; Schilizzi and Latacz-Lohmann, 2007). This will compromise the ability of the auction to reveal low cost providers, eroding the efficiency benefits. There is evidence of this occurring in the US Conservation Reserve Program (Kirwan et al., 2005; Reicheldeerfer and Bogess, 1988).

There is also a danger that a mechanism intended to promote coordination among landholders may at the same time promote strategic behaviour. As information on other bids is revealed, some individuals will learn that their bid has particularly high value, for example by virtue of being integral to a potential corridor. This is likely to result in such bidders raising their prices and extracting more rent based on this information (Cason et al., 2003). The multi-round auction format also increases the likelihood of collusion among bidders (e.g. Burtaw et al., 2009; Fabra 2003). Therefore while multi-round auctions may overcome the coordination problem inherent in landscape-scale conservation, they also offer greater potential for collusion and rent seeking by bidders. As bidders inflate their prices the auction becomes less effective at identifying low cost suppliers and a budget-constrained buyer is able to secure fewer ES. There may therefore be a trade-off between promoting coordination over multiple rounds and minimising collusion and learned strategic behaviour. The more rounds the better the coordination of bids across the landscape, but the greater the learning (both of equilibrium prices and one’s value in the landscape) and potential for collusion.

It is well established that relatively minor details in the design of auctions and other market institutions can have a major impact on market performance (e.g. Klemperer, 2002). The limited theoretical guidance on the design of multi-round auctions for conservation necessitates an experimental approach. Economic experiments allow alternative auction formats to be tested and compared. We set out to experimentally test this trade-off between coordination and collusion
in a discriminatory price, multi-round auction in a scenario with landscape-scale combinatorial conservation values. Providing information is critical to enabling landholders to coordinate their bids. Identifying the locations of the most competitive bids can provide a basis for other participants to coordinate with. In our scenario, the most cost effective package of bids in each round are identified as provisional winners, with their locations revealed publicly to provide coordination opportunities in the subsequent bidding round.

We examine bidder behaviour over repeated rounds to determine what extent efficiency improvements resulting from increased spatial coordination are offset by increased strategic bidding. Our null hypothesis is that the net efficiency of the auction will increase as the number of rounds increases, as spatial coordination improves while strategic behaviour remains constant. We measure the efficiency of the auction in terms of the simulated landscape conservation value—including combinatorial spatial values—it delivers within a budget constraint. Rent seeking by bidders (the degree to which their asking price exceeds their opportunity cost) provides a measure of strategic behaviour.

The multi-round auction format may cause participants to focus more on price competition than on modifying the configuration of their bids to coordinate with their neighbours. There is potential for those who find a corridor forming around them to try raising their price in order to extract some extra rent, behaviour which could hamper coordination and erode any efficiency benefits of the auction process. This strategic behaviour can be avoided if participants are prevented from modifying provisionally successful bids between rounds (a form of bid-improvement rule), though this may prompt some to submit higher prices initially. We test the impact of such a lock-in rule on auction efficiency and strategic bidding behaviour.

The multi-round auction format may allow participants greater opportunity to try out alternative bid strategies. A participant may initially submit a high bid price in the knowledge that if they are not provisionally successful they will have the opportunity to reduce it subsequently. If they know how many rounds there are, they know exactly how many opportunities they have to submit inflated prices before coming down closer to their opportunity cost if necessary. However, if the number of rounds is unknown this strategy becomes risky. An unknown end-point may result in some participants missing opportunities to make or modify bids; on the other hand it may reduce strategic behaviour, as there is always the chance that the auction will close and a participant who is holding out will end up missing out. As an additional treatment we compare multi-round auctions with known and unknown end-points, again measuring overall efficiency (conservation value achieved) and strategic behaviour (rent seeking by bidders).

3. Experimental Methods

Experimental economics was applied to test and compare a number of variations of multi-round auctions under controlled laboratory conditions. Software was developed to create a simulated landscape linked to an auction for land-use change (converting from agricultural production to conservation), with a simple combinatorial metric for selecting the optimal package of bids within a budget constraint. Experiments were run in university computer laboratories, with students taking on the role of landholders. The landscape consisted of 400 cells, with each cell assigned to one of ten properties. Participants were presented with a map showing the whole landscape, with the various property boundaries marked out (see Fig. 1). The landscape was homogeneous, with the same production and conservation values for every cell. This provided a simple, context-free landscape in which to test and compare alternative auction mechanisms. If a landholder chose to do nothing in the experiment they would receive the production values of the cells in their property at the end of each experimental 'year'—this represents a baseline income from agriculture. According to standard experimental economics protocols, participants were paid based on the income they ‘earned’ in the experiment, meaning decisions had real financial consequences.

To test the auction mechanisms, participants were told that they had the opportunity to rent out some, or all, of their land. Terms such as ‘conservation’ were avoided to keep the context as neutral as possible. If land was successfully rented out, the landholder would not receive its production value (100 experimental dollars per cell), but they were free to determine the payment they required for renting it. To offer their land for rent, participants could click on the cells they wished to offer, and then enter a price. To promote connectivity, the instructions stated ‘The more cells your offer connects to, the more likely you are to be successful. This includes cells that your neighbours offer for rent.” And “The more top-bottom connections in your offer, the more likely you are to be successful. This includes cells that your neighbours offer for rent.” This provides an incentive to coordinate with neighbours. They were told in the initial instructions that if the price they asked for was less than the production value of the land they could lose money from entering the auction. They were also told that it was a competitive auction, so the higher their price, the less chance they would have of successfully renting their land. In each auction round participants had three minutes in which to enter their bids.

A global optimisation was used to select the package of bids which provided the best overall landscape conservation value within the budget constraint. The budget available was 25,000 experimental dollars (this parameter was not revealed to participants). The assessment metric consisted of a fixed value for each cell conserved plus a connectivity bonus, which added a weighting for connections between conserved cells. There was also a ‘north–south’ bonus, an extra weighting for connectivity in a north–south (i.e. top to bottom on the map) direction, to reflect situations in which connectivity in a particular direction is preferred. The overall conservation value for a landscape with a particular package of bids is the sum of the conservation value of each conserved cell plus its connectivity weighting bonuses. The conservation value for each cell was 2, with a weighting of 1 for each conserved cell it was connected to (either contiguously or through other conserved cells) and an additional weighting of 1 for top to bottom connections. The component values and weightings of the assessment metric were not revealed to participants. Participants were restricted to two bids each per round in order to limit the number of possible packages of bids which had to be searched for the optimum combination (ensuring that the optimisation took no more than a minute or two on a standard computer).

Once participants had submitted their bids, the combinatorial bid assessment metric was applied to select the package of bids that provided the best overall value, considering conservation value and connectivity. Once the calculation was complete, participants’ screens were updated to show the results (Fig. 1). If the auction was not yet complete, bids that formed part of the best package were identified as ‘provisional winners’. Participants could see the location of all provisional winners in the landscape, and their screen also labelled their own bids as either provisional winners or unsuccessful. This provided participants with information which they could use to coordinate their bids with those of their neighbours, for example by submitting a part of their property which aligned with a provisionally successful bid on a neighbouring property. The auction was then re-opened, and participants had the opportunity to modify their bids (by changing the price or the cells offered) or enter additional bids (still with a maximum of two). If participants chose to do nothing, their bids remained live. The bid assessment metric was then re-run to select the optimal package of bids. Participants could not communicate directly in any way during the experiment.

Auctions were run for two, three or four rounds. In the known endpoint treatment the total number of rounds was announced prior to
the start of the auction. In the unknown end-point treatment the number of rounds was not known to participants, with the auction ending without warning at the completion of a round. Another pair of treatments examined the effect of a rule in which provisional winners were prevented from modifying their bids between rounds. In the absence of this lock-in rule all bids could be modified between rounds, while with the lock-in rule neither the price nor the area offered could be adjusted for provisionally winning bids, nor could the bid be withdrawn. Data were collected from a total of 28 independent auctions, each with a different group of 10 participants. There were four principal treatment combinations with the known versus unknown end-point and the lock-in rule on or off; between five and nine replicates of each treatment combination were run (see Table 1).

4. Experimental Results

Individual bidding behaviour, and overall simulated conservation outcomes, were analysed with generalized linear models (GLM) using Genstat (13th edition). The level of rent seeking and simulated conservation values were used as measures of efficiency in the various auction mechanisms. The lower the rent seeking the better the auction performs in terms of revealing costs and minimising collusion, and hence efficiently allocating funding. The overall efficiency of each auction can be measured by comparing the conservation value achieved with the maximum possible conservation value. Mechanisms which promote increased connectivity will give more efficient outcomes, as will mechanisms which result in lower rent seeking (as more land can be acquired within the budget constraint).

4.1. Rent Seeking

Rent seeking was assessed by considering the profit (price requested—opportunity cost) in each bid. Table 1 shows the mean profit per bid submitted in the various treatment combinations, including all bids submitted in the auction. The area of each bid was included in the GLM to account for differences in profit between bids covering larger and smaller areas. Dummy variables were included in the models for the known/unknown end-point and the lock-in rule (on/off). The total number of rounds was included as a continuous variable. To avoid problems of repeated measures, analyses used a single bidding round of each auction replicate. Regression models are detailed in Table 2.

Considering bids from the first round of each auction, rent seeking was significantly greater when the number of rounds was known in advance ($p<0.001$) (see Table 1). In the final round of each auction, rent seeking remained significantly higher when the total number of rounds was known to participants ($p=0.016$). This is a surprising observation, as in the known end-point treatment participants were

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Combination</th>
<th>No lock-in rule</th>
<th>Lock-in rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First round</td>
<td>Last round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First round</td>
<td>Last round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown end-point</td>
<td>341.4 (45.7)</td>
<td>349.4 (52.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>384.1 (85.5)</td>
<td>248.7 (35.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>n=6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known end-point</td>
<td>414.0 (27.6)</td>
<td>356.8 (23.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>431.9 (37.8)</td>
<td>363.3 (34.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=8</td>
<td>n=9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Numbers of replicates ended up uneven as not all experimental sessions successfully collected data.
fully aware that this was the final round, yet rent seeking remained higher than in the unknown end-point treatment, where there remained the possibility of additional rounds. The total number of rounds had no effect (p = 0.84). Considering only the first round of each experiment in which the number of rounds was known, rent seeking showed a significant positive relationship with the total number of rounds (p = 0.039). By the final round this effect had disappeared (p = 0.652). This suggests that participants in longer auctions initially ask for higher prices in the knowledge that they will have more opportunity to subsequently reduce their price if they are not competitive. Therefore increasing the number of rounds will not necessarily improve overall efficiency.

The lock-in rule for provisional winners had no effect on rent seeking in the initial round (p = 0.156). By the final round, rent seeking was significantly lower where provisional winners were locked-in (p = 0.009). These results suggest that the lock-in rule does not cause people to raise their prices initially, even though they are prevented from subsequently raising their price if their bid is a provisional winner, but it does succeed in preventing provisional winners from seeking greater profits in subsequent rounds.

4.2. Auction Efficiency

The combinatorial metric used in the experiments provides a measure for the overall simulated landscape conservation value achieved under the various experimental treatments. Conservation (biodiversity) values were higher in the final round of each auction than in the initial round (paired t-test, p = 0.03). Fig. 2 shows the mean overall landscape conservation value achievable within the budget constraint, by treatment across the first three rounds of all the auctions.

Auction efficiency data were analysed by GLM using the same treatment variables described above. ‘Funds spent’ was included as a covariate to account for small differences in the amount of available funding that was allocated to each optimal package, as the optimisation did not accept fractions of bids (any unspent budget was retained by the experimenter). The regression model is shown in Table 2. In the last round of each auction, efficiency was significantly higher when the total number of rounds was unknown to participants in advance (p = 0.042) and with the lock-in rule (p = 0.040). Efficiency achieved increased over rounds (see Fig. 2), though the total number of rounds did not prove significant in explaining the overall efficiency (or conservation value) in the final round (Table 2).

Participants did appear to be using the information provided during the auction to coordinate with other bids. The location of a bid within the landscape was adjusted on 39% of occasions (excluding the first round and locked-in bids); given opportunity cost did not vary across the landscape this is likely to reflect attempts to coordinate. To determine whether coordination did increase with repetition we compared the numbers of connectivity bonus points in the selected package of bids in the first and last rounds of our auctions. More bonus points were awarded in the last round than in the first (paired t-test, p = 0.03); the average increase was 8% from the first to the last round.

The decrease in rent seeking from the first to the last round was 19% on average across all the treatments. These results suggest that increased coordination and decreased rent seeking are both contributing to the improved efficiency seen in latter rounds of the auction. However, in the absence of a treatment in which coordination is prevented it is not possible to separate the impacts of reduced rent seeking in latter rounds from the benefits of improved coordination, as with reduced rent seeking more land is purchased so there is greater potential for bonus points.

5. Discussion

Multi-round auctions have the potential to address the key issues around the design of incentives for efficient provision of ecosystem services requiring complementary site actions to achieve landscape-scale outcomes. By spreading the auction over a number of rounds, with information about the location of other bids in the landscape provided between rounds, coordination can occur across the landscape without the need for advance knowledge of others’ likely actions or additional incentives. Coordination by individual landholders is rewarded by an increased likelihood of success in the auction. At the same time the competitive nature of the auction mechanism encourages landholders to reveal their opportunity costs of carrying out conservation or other environmental management projects.

However, there are also risks in using multi-round auction mechanisms. Landholders are likely to learn more about their costs relative to other bidders over the course of the auction, resulting in those with lower than average costs inflating their prices. Conversely those who initially submit higher prices may learn to reduce their prices in order to be more competitive. The auction process is likely to be unfamiliar to most participants, so multiple rounds may provide an opportunity for them to learn about the auction mechanism itself and
submit more considered bids in later rounds (even independent of strategic considerations) (see List and Shogren, 1999). In real-world applications (though not in our laboratory scenario), bidders are also likely to be uncertain about their true costs. In order to reduce the risk of submitting a bid which does not meet their costs they may initially submit higher prices, which they may revise down in the light of others’ estimates of their own costs (Rolfe et al., 2009).

In our experiments, some participants appeared to focus more on price competition than coordination, strategically inflating their bid prices in order to seek additional rent. This was countered by the use of the lock-in rule, and not revealing the total number of rounds in advance. Having an unknown end-point means that engaging in strategic behaviour becomes a risky business. As the auction can end at any time, someone who enters an inflated bid may not get the chance to reduce it if they are unsuccessful, and so may miss out entirely. Rent seeking was substantially lower in the initial rounds under this treatment, which is likely to reflect uncertainty about the end-point. Lower bid prices increase the amount of ES (in this case, land conserved) that can be purchased in the auction, and hence improve overall cost effectiveness. A more surprising result was that rent seeking was lower when the number of rounds was unknown than in the final round where the end-point was known. This suggests that the initial uncertainty has reduced strategic behaviour and prompted intense price competition.

The lock-in rule for provisionally winning bids also resulted in more cost effective outcomes. It effectively ensures that the impacts of learning are unidirectional—participants may learn to lower their prices if their bids are relatively expensive, but are restricted in their ability to increase their price if their initial bid is relatively cheap. Freeman and Woodward (2010) found that a similar rule led to higher initial bid prices, but this was not the case in our experiment. In our scenario this treatment increased overall simulated landscape conservation outcomes as it prevented provisional winners from increasing their prices without prompting them to be higher in the first place. The lock-in rule worked particularly well when the number of rounds was unknown—initial bid prices were lower, and the lock-in rule ensured they could not creep upwards.

A fruitful area for future research will be considering how the auction process may be spread over a number of years, similar in concept to the scheduling of priority conservation actions. In reality a funding agency will often have insufficient resources to achieve any significant degree of landscape connectivity in a single auction. Conservation plans and strategies are often implemented partially, in stages over a planning period with the number of sites and management actions constrained by a budget (Cowling and Pressey, 2001; Pressey and Taffs, 2001; Pressey et al., 2007). Conservation action scheduling can be represented as a multistage constrained optimization problem which aims to maximize the number of biodiversity types that have met their management targets by the end of a funding program. The choice of auction design will depend on the availability of resources, the urgency of reaching the objective and the importance of learning by participants over repeated auctions (Freeman and Woodward 2010).

An auction for ecosystem services is only as good as the metric used to assess bids. Further work is required to develop metric frameworks capable of assessing alternative landscape configurations at the appropriate level of detail (Ferrier and Drielsma, 2010). In many cases detailed ecological or biophysical knowledge is also needed for effective landscape-scale metrics. The combinatorial nature of the problem also creates a challenge for assessing bids, since the number of possible combinations rises rapidly. For example with just three bids (A, B, C) there are seven possible packages (A; B; C; AB; AC; BC; ABC). For five bids there are 31 possible packages, rising to over one thousand for 10 bids, one million for 20 and one billion for 30. Considerable computational power will therefore be required to assess even relatively small numbers of bids, and for larger numbers the problem becomes NP-hard and cannot be solved. Search heuristics such as genetic algorithms or simulated annealing can be applied to find approximate solutions in such cases (Hajkowicz et al., 2007; Seddon et al., 2010). A number of solutions to this problem have been developed for combinatorial auctions (see Cramton et al., 2006).

The policy recommendations from these initial experiments are clear. Multi-round auctions can deliver coordinated outcomes most efficiently where the number of rounds is unknown to participants in advance, and provisional winners cannot raise their prices. These simple rules should be applicable in the field, although it will clearly be more complex than a traditional conservation auction; they will also be applicable to other ecosystem services which have landscape-scale synergies (see Goldman et al., 2007). An agency may run the auction over a number of rounds, stopping once a desired ES target is reached. Clearly the transaction costs will increase with the number of rounds. Allowing bids to automatically carry over from one round to the next would minimise the extra transaction costs for participants imposed by the iterated process. Uncertainty about whether any particular round will be the last has been shown to reduce strategic bidding, which reduces the number of rounds required. These simple rules can enable complex landscape-scale objectives to be achieved in a relatively straightforward and cost effective manner.
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